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LARGE ENSEMBLE
Eyewitness Opening Credits Theme
Guy Michelmore
Poirot Theme Song
Feat. Eric Valentine, piano
Christopher Gunning
Passarim
Antonio Carlos Jobim
Arby’s
Solo by Sam Hunt, trumpet
Eric Valentine

SMALL ENSEMBLE
Song From the Old Country
Don Pullen
Dig
Jackie McLean
Tomas’s Blues
Tomas Webster

LARGE ENSEMBLE
Knives Out
Radiohead
I’m a Fool (to Want You)
Solo by Ella Anderson, flute
Jack Wolf, Joel Herron, Frank Sinatra

Digital Love
Feat. Charlie LaMothe, violin, and Eric Valentine, accordion
Daft Punk

Bare Necessities
Solos by many performers
Terry Gilkyson

PERSONNEL
Saxophones: Grant Caswell, Brian Heater,
Marty Kovach, Andy Page
Trumpets: Sam Hunt, Ryan Lewis
Trombones: Seth Arnold, Bif Reiser, Jacob Rosevear
Auxiliary: Ella Anderson, flute, Charlie LaMothe, violin
Rhythm: Leo Lober-Tracy, bass, Susan Richardson, drums,
Eddie Bond, guitar, Alex Bean, piano
Small Ensemble: Leo Lober-Tracy, Susan Richardson,
Eddie Bond, Eric Valentine

All songs arranged by Eric Valentine. I worked out this selection by drawing from TV shows beloved in the casa Valentine, tunes from the jazz repertoire I like, a few songs by pop-electronic bands, and the Bare Necessities, which I learned and added into my accordion busking repertoire at the beginning of fall term.

* * *